1. How many HCI classes have taken?
   () None
   () 1
   () 2-4
   () 5-8
   () 9+

2. In how many classes have you performed card sorting exercise in?
   () 0
   () 1
   () 2
   () 3
   () 4
   () 5+

3. How long have worked in the HCI field?
   _____Months
   _____Years

4. How many times have preformed a card sort exercise at work?
   () None
   () 1
   () 2-4
   () 5-8
   () 9+

5. What low-tech tools have you used?
   ⬜ None
   ⬜ Index Cards
   ⬜ Post It Notes
   ⬜ Others:________

6. What high tech tools have you need?
   ⬜ None
   ⬜ Excel
   ⬜ Web based application
   ⬜ Local desktop application
   ⬜ Other:________
7. Using a low-tech method how long did the card sort take to perform for each user?  
________________________________

8. Using a high tech method how long did card sort take to perform by each user?  
________________________________

9. How many participants preformed each card sort?  
________________________________

10. Which method do you prefer?  
() High  
() Low  
() Other